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        Surveys help to monitor the condition of nature reserves and inform how BBOWT manages them. Photo by BBOWT


    





  

                  We have a bold vision of a wilder Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire.
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                  Get out in the fresh air and volunteer with BBOWT, take part in an event, or find out ways to help wildlife at home.
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        Pond dipping at Woolley Firs by Ric Mellis


    





  

                  Explore over 80 nature reserves, plan a walk or find our visitor and education centres.
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                  We have a vision of more nature everywhere. Contact us, meet the team, or read our blog and news.
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                  Nature is sending an SOS. Will you answer the call?
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            Wild Oxford

        

        

    
    
        BBOWT ran the Wild Oxford project in partnership with Oxford City Council to inspire people of all ages to explore and discover the wild, green spaces in Oxford through volunteering and events. The project covered Chilswell Valley, Lye Valley, Raleigh Park and Rivermead Nature Park.
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            BBOWT Conservation Report

        

        

    
    
        Every three years the Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire Wildlife Trust (BBOWT) takes stock of the work it has carried out to tip the balance in favour of wildlife. Our conservation work is focused on reversing wildlife decline by achieving the principles outlined in the 2010 Lawton Report, by making more, bigger, better, joined up nature reserves and habitats. Find out about our progress over the past three years.
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            Good news for two of BBOWT's butterfly species in the State of the UK Butterflies Report 2015

        

        

    
    
        Today’s The State of the UK’s Butterflies 2015 report from Butterfly Conservation and the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology shows that more than three-quarters of the UK’s butterflies have declined…
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        The Government has proposed a new road, the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway, between the A34 south of Oxford and Milton Keynes. We have launched a legal challenge against them because we believe they have contravened EU law when selecting the corridor for the Expressway. 
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        Craig gives up his time volunteering in the Bluebell Community Garden. Transforming the garden into a positive space for local people to enjoy, Craig has felt himself become relaxed and happier,…
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            Wildlife Trusts comment on climate change report

        

        

    
    
        A new report gives a stark warning about global climate change but also reminds us of the part that restoring nature will play in mitigating the effects.
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        Watch live footage of the fastest birds on earth as they raise their young in the middle of urban Buckinghamshire.
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            Five things we've learned from nature crisis report

        

        

    
    
        The IPBES report tells a devastating story of the state of plants and animals around the world. Here are five things we've learned from the report...and five things we can do about it.
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        Berks, Bucks and Oxon Wildlife Trust's water vole recovery project is the longest standing local project in the UK dedicated to water vole conservation.
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            External Community Group in Oxford, OX2 6TF

        

        

    
    
        The Trap Grounds Town Green & Local Wildlife Site

10 acres of woodland, grassland, streams, and ponds, between the canal and the railway line in north Oxford; nearest postcode: OX2 6TF…
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        Berks, Bucks and Oxon Wildlife Trust, along with other Wildlife Trusts, has demonstrated that vaccinating badgers is a viable alternative to culling in the battle against bovine TB
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            Thousands attend Oxford climate strike

        

        

    
    
        BBOWT joined thousands of school pupils in Oxford for the global climate strike.
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